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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHANGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Chamber Of  The High Priest
This item hasn�t been available for over 20 years, and now here is the
2015 edition. A visually stunning transposition effect carried out in the perfect
style and aura you would expect from Thomas Pohle. The story lines can be easily
romanticized. The brilliant decorative piece is one you really will treasure�no pun
intended. Elegant, refined and baffling�this is micro magic at its best.

Imagine this...Performer opens an Egyptian-style box and then slides off the lid,
revealing an untombed ordinate sarcophagus. Inside lie two hexagon-shaped
housings with colored scarabs caps�one blue and one red. He removes the blue
scarab top and places an elegant ring inside the now empty hexagon shape area,
and then replaces the blue scarab top firmly, thus securing the ring inside. Next he
slides the tomb slate back on top of the sarcophagus and then takes the ordinate
gold cover and further seals it, deep inside.

Now the magician picks up the entire piece and turns the unit in a circular fashion
up in the air, and then sets it back down on the table.  Next he slides the tomb slate
off again and opens up the blue scarab cap to find that the previously secured ring
has vanished! The magician then opens up the red Scarab cap (which has never
been touched) to find the ring has transposed in time and dimension there. This is
truly a remarkable feat of ancient magic.

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending on availability
can take up to six weeks, if not in stock. All the pieces are hand crafted by
Thomas Pohle under exacting quality control standards.  See live video
on web!  Note: Images used with permission from Andy Martin�Martin�s Magic.

$285This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

Limited
Quantities!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chamber-of-the-high-priest-thomas-pohle/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Da Vinci Box
This is one of the most complex pieces in his line, rivaling early watch makers that
pain-stakingly spent hundreds of hours crafting a piece. Ownership of this item is
special, both in terms of enjoyment as a performance piece as well as maintaining
its value as a collectible.

The performer produces this locked boxed which he calls The Da Vinci Box.
He hands it to a spectator and informs him just like a safe, there is only one
combination of letters that will open the box.  He invites the spectator to give it a
try and motivates him�if he is successful, he can keep the contents inside.  Several
attempts are made, all of which end in frustration.

It was an admirable try which bore no fruit.  But instead of him walking away, the
magician invites him to stay and play a little game. The magician is going to show
him an easier way he could have won by introducing an alphabet deck, which is
handed to the spectator and shuffled.  When the spectator is done shuffling the
cards, the magician asks him to deal down any four cards from the alphabet deck.

After doing so, the spectator can change the sequence of those four cards, each
containing a letter of the alphabet. They then arrange the four chosen letters into
the sequence of their final choosing.  The performer then enters those letters, by
turning the dials on the top of the box�(just like a safe, you can hear slight clicks
as the dials are turned).  What happens next is truly magical�as the performer
turns the dial from locked to open, another audible click is heard�the box is
opened, using not only the exact letters that the spectator choose, but also the
exact sequence they choose to arrange them! Inside is a bundle of cash or other
treasure, or even better, a $500 certificate from Stevens Magic Emporium which
the spectators �could� have won had they been able to �crack� the Da Vinci Box.

Credits: Thanks to Andy Martin for allowing us to use his images, conceptual
routine and ad copy from Martin�s Magic.

$415

Limited
Quantities!

This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

NOTNOTNOTNOTNOT
AVAILABLEAVAILABLEAVAILABLEAVAILABLEAVAILABLE

NOTNOTNOTNOTNOTAVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE
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Thomas Pohle Presents...
Diamond Ball

A small structure which contains three drawers, each
drawer of which can be completely removed from its
housing. The magician removes the top drawer and places
a small red ball inside and places it back into its housing.
Next he removes the second drawer and shows that it is
empty and does so with the third drawer as well.

The magician removes the top drawer that housed the
ball, and slides the drawer open but the ball has vanished.
He removes the second drawer showing it too is empty.
When he removes the third shelf, upon opening it�the
ball is discovered inside. It has magically traveled not only
through the drawers but also penetrating the solid wood
fixtures that house them to end up in the bottom drawer.

This can be repeated with various outcomes and one
could even employ the age-old game of �Monte� with the spectators, which makes
this both an interactive piece as well as a presentation piece.  Using one�s
imagination, a variety of entertaining routines can be created using:  Monte Effects.
Matter Through Matter. Transpositions where one object changes into another.
You can use other objects if desired.

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending
on availability can take up to six weeks, if not in stock.  Note: Images
used with permission from Andy Martin�Martin�s Magic.

No coupon!  $260Dragon Coins Of  Li Fi Fi
The effect is simple�you show a small wooden
box around and take the lid off to show three
�dragon� coins. While you turn your back,
the spectator is asked to remove one, two
or three coins from the box and place them
in their closed hand. They then replace the
lid. The lid is 100% opaque and there is no
way you can see inside. You clearly show all
sides of the box, and yet you are always able to
tell what coins and how many they removed.

The mechanism is 100% mechanical but invisible to the
spectator and works very smoothly�nothing is added or taken away and there are
no external magnets or hidden switches to mess with. This will fit in very nicely with
your other color divination boxes and uses a very different method from them all.

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending
on availability can take up to six weeks, if not in stock.  Note: Images
used with permission from Andy Martin�Martin�s Magic.

$99This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/diamond-ball-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-dragon-coins-of-li-fi-fi-thomas-pohle/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...
Missing Scarab

2015
A great piece of micro magic with
Egyptian themed props. For those
who have a good memory coupled
with a love of quality magic, you
may remember this piece from the
past�yet it has been updated with
a new look.

Performer slides the drawer out of
a thin wooden case which is
decorated with Egyptian symbols

and removes three wooden tablets. The case is shown completely empty and the
drawer replaced. The 2015 edition features 2 tablets, each of which are two tone
with black and gold colors featuring  Egyptian symbols printed on them and a third
tablet is also black and gold with a scarab beetle figure in the center. The tablets are
stacked together and when separated, the figure of the scarab is now missing...leaving
a hole in the previously solid tablet!

When the case is opened again, the missing scarab figure is found inside. Very
clever and precision made.

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending
on availability can take up to six weeks, if not in stock.  Note: Images
used with permission from Andy Martin�Martin�s Magic.

This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!           $150

Available Soon. . .Available Soon. . .Available Soon. . .Available Soon. . .Available Soon. . .
After June 15th -After June 15th -After June 15th -After June 15th -After June 15th -

See Website!See Website!See Website!See Website!See Website!
PrPrPrPrPrecious Dieecious Dieecious Dieecious Dieecious Die

$150

Available  Soon. . .AfterAvailable  Soon. . .AfterAvailable  Soon. . .AfterAvailable  Soon. . .AfterAvailable  Soon. . .After
June 15th - See Website!June 15th - See Website!June 15th - See Website!June 15th - See Website!June 15th - See Website!

MaMaMaMaMagic Ofgic Ofgic Ofgic Ofgic Of  T T T T Tut Ancut Ancut Ancut Ancut Anch Amh Amh Amh Amh Amuuuuu
$285

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/missing-scarab-2015-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/precious-die-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-of-tut-anch-amun/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Magic Ankh
The magician sits at a table with ornate Egyptian artifacts in front of him. He
reaches for a sarcophagus and upon opening it removes three golden ankhs. Next
he lays each one next to the other on the table, and then closes the sarcophagus.
Then he invites a spectator to select any one of the three ankhs, asking them to try
to select the one that contains the spirit of the Pharaoh.

The magi then picks up a unique tool and another rectangular sarcophagus with
open slits on each side. He then takes one of the ankhs not chosen by the spectator
and slides them inside the sarcophagus up to the point where he has to use the tool
to push it completely through and out the other side of the sarcophagus. Next he
takes the other ankh that wasn�t selected by the spectator and repeats this sliding it
in and out. Now the only ankh that remains on the table is the spectator�s choice.

The magi takes that freely chosen ankh and positions it at the entry point of the
rectangular sarcophagus, and makes a magical gesture. Then he starts to slide it
though the sarcophagus with his fingers, until he then has to use the tool to push it
deeper.

However upon doing this, all that is seen coming out the other end, is not the ankh,
but the tool! The chosen ankh has vanished back in time, to the days of the pharaohs.

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending
on availability can take up to six weeks, if not in stock.  Note: Images
used with permission from Andy Martin�Martin�s Magic.

$149.50

Limited
Quantities!

This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-magic-ankh-thomas-pohle/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Mysterious Cube
Of Chung Fu

One of the desirable pieces released by Eckhart Boettcher from his
series of Close-Up Treasures manufactured for him by Thomas Pohle.
A German piece of elegant magic!

You introduce small box which is ornately decorated with oriental symbols. The lid
is removed and a large die is removed which has four different colored sides and is
also highly decorated�top and bottom are black. A spectator is asked to place the
die in the box and remember the color of the side pointing up, while your back is
turned.  He is then to close the box and, when you turn around, you are instantly
able to name the correct color.

AFTER THIS WARM UP THE MAGIC REALLY STARTS�After the box
has been closed again, you command the die inside to rotate and, indeed, when
the box is opened again, a different color is facing up!  The die is removed and
shown on all sides.  Next follows an �explanation� of how you can determine
which color points up, and how the rotation is possible.  After this �explanation,�
you place the die in the box and let the spectator tell you which color is up.  In an
unexpected twist, when the box is opened again, the large die has vanished without
a trace!

Please note these are made by hand by Thomas Pohle, and depending on availability
can take up to six weeks, if not in stock. This will fool even the wise ones and
highly commercial as well for the public!  See website for this miracle!
Note: Images used with permission from Andy Martin�Martin�s Magic.

$249This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

Limited
Quantities!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mysterious-cube-of-chung-fu-again-thomas-pohle/
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Thomas Pohle Presents...

Tablets Of  The Pharaohs
Two beautifully crafted Egyptian sarcophagus apparatus lie on a table.  One is a
standing sarcophagus with ordinate design, the other a small drawer box equally
eloquent in its construction and design.

The Magi uncovers the larger stand revealing three distinct and different Egyptian
plate symbols that are hanging on the outside interior sarcophagus.  He then picks
up the smaller drawer box and removes the lid, showing an empty drawer with its
interior cut out in a hexagonal shape matching the exact shape of the symbol
plates. (It should also be noted that the depth of the drawer is only deep enough to
hold only one such plate.)

The Magi then asks a volunteer to select one of the three symbols hanging on the
outside, interior of the sarcophagus, that symbol plate is then placed inside the
drawer and the drawer is closed.  Then the cover is placed over the larger
sarcophagus.   A magic gesture is made and the Magi re-opens the small drawer
box that housed the spectator�s chosen symbol plate, to reveal it has vanished!
The outline of the empty hexagonal shape is all that can be seen!

Next the Magi uncovers the cover of the larger sarcophagus and unbelievably, the
Egyptian plate has returned to its original position and is now hanging (just as it
was at the start of the ritual), on the larger interior wall of the sarcophagus.

Visual magic, right before your eyes.  Perfect for performers and readers needing
an Egyptian motif or any magician or story teller.   All the pieces are hand
crafted by Thomas Pohle under exacting quality control standards.
See live video on web!  Note: Images used with permission from Andy Martin�
Martin�s Magic.

$249

Limited
Quantities!

This item is NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tablets-of-the-pharaohs-thomas-pohle/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Bewitching Sticks

This Bewitching Sticks are a set you
will treasure. The weight and balance
is perfect. The perceived value is
immediate when you hold them in
your hands. They are elegant and
refined.   They are the most beautiful,
practical and durable paddle tricks in
the world! Hand crafted, finished and
detailed in finest English (lead free)
pewter and adorned with Swarovski
crystals, not only do they look stunning
(and classy), they will last a lifetime.

Note: This was a special run.  Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again.  Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

NOT eligible for the coupon!               $125

Cyber Shells
The three shell game has gone
through many variations and
modifications over the years. It
remains one of the solid effects in
magic and will continue to for years
to come because it has all the
ingredients of what magic should be;
interaction, risk, skill, performance
and lots of laughter.

As with Brian�s previous exclusive
and elite Pewter line, the quality is
exceptional. They have a value
added perceived value as soon as you hold them in your hands. The extra fourth
�solid� shell is another aspect that shows Brian�s creative ability.

In the end you have a unique set unlike any other made. The set comes with four
shells, two peas (one hard and one soft), a bag that can also serve as your
performance area, the instructional DVD, and don�t forget the small block of
cheese for the mouse.  In addition to Brian�s ability to create high quality, limited
run items he is also a consummate professional and an excellent teacher. Brian
Watson is that unique person who can wear many hats and wear them very well.

Note: This was a special run. Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again.  Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

NOT eligible for the coupon!               $155

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cybershells-brian-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bewitching-sticks-brian-watson/
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Quality Silks That Play Well
Headless
Comedy

Cartoon Silks
100% Pure Silk,
36-inch Squares
Routine Included

If you want to add pure
clean, good comedy to
your acts�you will want
to add these Cartoon
Silks!  So funny and so
entertaining!

Can you imagine the fun
and laughs you will have
when you get kids or
adults up to assist you in
this routine, and then have

each of them hold up the silks and the audience sees the cartoon person they are?
Guaranteed laughs!  Excellent for school programs, church programs, comedy clubs
and adult shows, too!  Comes complete with four cartoon silks and several routines.
Karrell Fox loved these types of audience participation funny effects.

Which photo does Joe look the best in??   $60

20th Century
Silks

A classic, which has stood the test of time!
You have one of the greatest crowd pleasers
in magic available on the market at a
fantastic price! The set includes four 18-inch,
100% pure silks; one regular blue silk, one
gimmicked blue silk and two diamond
sunburst silks.

Two blue silks are shown and tied together.
A Diamond Sunburst silk is introduced and
suddenly disappears. When the two blue silks
are pulled apart, the Diamond Sunburst silk
is found tied between them!

� Easy to perform. � Excellent for all types of audiences!
� Wonderfully performed to music!

 $32.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/headless-silks-comedy-set-of-four/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/20th-century-silks/
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Steve Fearson Presents...
Vectra Cobra

Electronic Invisible
Thread Reel

This is the one you�ve been waiting
for�It�s the first invisible thread reel
designed by the Master of
Levitations�Steve Fearson.
And it�s unlike anything you�ve seen
before. The Vectra Cobra
Electronic Invisible Thread Reel
is the first electronic reel designed
specifically with the power of

Vectra� in mind. The Cobra is strong enough to harness the full power of Vectra,
taking it to its limit without breaking the thread. And it works with original Vectra
thread AND Vectra X2!  What could you do with a device that can release and
retract up to 40 feet of the legendary Vectra Invisible Thread? The Vectra Cobra
Reel can do exactly that. Release huge lengths of the powerful Vectra thread and
the Cobra retrieves it for you, perfectly coiled and ready to strike again and again.

COMPACT AND STEALTHY�The Cobra is about the size of a pack of gum and
can hide in a card box, cigarette pack or an Altoids container with room to spare.

AUTOMATIC LOCKING�With a Thread Bullet at its
core, the Cobra can be set to release a predetermined
length of thread and then stop, automatically locking
and allowing you to perform with the preset length under
NO TENSION.

THE COBRA IS MODULAR AND EXPANDABLE�
The device has no built-in switch, instead it has a port.
Switches are interchangeable giving you multiple options
for activation and operation depending on your
performance needs. Activate the reel with the push of a
button, the wave of a hand or with no perceivable movement at all. It�s up to you!

MODULE #1�Simple On/Off Switch.  MODULE #2�Press-On/Press-Off Switch.
MODULE #3�Gravity Tilt Switch.  All three switches can also be used remotely
by attaching the simple extension wire. As well as the BONUS MODULE�The
Sidewinder.

YOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:  The Vectra Cobra Reel (base unit), Module�Simple
On/Off Switch, Module�Press On/Off Switch, Module�Mercury Tilt Switch, Bonus
�The Sidewinder Gimmick, Remote Extension Cable & Wrist Strap, 2 Vectra� Thread
Bullets ($20 value), Vectra� X2 Stage Thread ($20 value), Fearson�s Master Wax�
Black ($8 value), HD Tutorial Featuring Steve Fearson and Requires 1 AA battery (not
included).

These sell out quickly, get yours today!         $199

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vectra-cobra-electronic-invisible-thread-reel-fearson/
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Truly Revolutionary!

Ring Flight Revolution
The Ring Flight Revolution is the first ring flight to lock in place once
retracted, allowing the spectator to remove the ring. It is designed by a
professional magician for professional use. It is smooth, silent and extremely durable.
Each is individually handcrafted to such high quality, that it comes with a 2-year
warranty.  The Ring Flight Revolution comes with a DVD explaining the
gimmick, how to perform it, how to maintain it and how to fix any problems you
may have with it. It also comes with a Lobster Clip, an S-Biner Clip and spare
abrasion resistant line.  This flip key comes with a selection of 13 different
kinds of logo. You get a choice of the following logos: Audi, Nissan,
Seat/Fiat, BMW, Hyundai, Chevrolet, Mazda, Opel, Honda, VW, Mercedes,
Toyota and Mitsubishi.  Just choose which one you want,  peel off the sticker
and stick it on! How cool is that! One size pretty much fits all!

$180

Ken Brooke�s
Master Chop Cup

Aluminum
The Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup is an
authentic reproduction of the first chop cup created
by Ken Brooke. Sometimes referred to as the Ken
Brooke Highball Cup, it was designed as a tall cup.
The cup accommodates an impressive baseball size
load.  It is a lightweight version of the copper
cup, even though it is spun from the same gauge
aluminum as the copper cup, weighing in at only

3 oz (85g).  Technically, the Ken Brooke cups are unique as the gaff is spun in on
the outside of the cup rather than on the inside. This means the inside of the cup
is seamless. It is an old style of gaffing a cup, but perfectly functional and authentic
in every way.

Each cup is hand spun from the original RNT II Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup
tooling in .050 aluminum with a brushed satin finish on its exterior and interior.
Comes with Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup, 1�1 1/8-inch RNT Red Ball,
1�1 1/8 inch RNT Red Magnetic Ball.

 $90

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-master-chop-cup-aluminum-satin-finish/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ring-flight-revolution-generic/
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Cards Tricks Galore!

Melt
Oh what fun this is!  An optical illusion
for close-up.  Hard to believe when you
see it.  It has a very clever gimmick.
Magi causes face of a card to actually
�MELT� off leaving it completely blank!
But turning it over you see the pips are
now on the back side of the other card.
Don�t miss
this fun item.

Comes complete with gimmicked rugged wallet and
special printed cards.  Now available in Bicycle back
cards!!

Our Top Seller In Store!   $12.50

Magicland Presents...
Tommy Wonder�s

The Squeeze
This is a great close-up, visual effect that
will satisfy audiences and aficionados of
Tommy Wonder, and well manufactured
by Magicland in Japan.

The magician has a BIG problem! He
has this poker-sized Bicycle deck, and is
handed a miniature card box from a
spectator! The spectator says, �If you�re
a real magician you could make that

poker sized deck fit into this miniature card box!� The challenge is on, and the
magician while nervous prepares to �magish!� Giving it his best he starts to squeeze
the card deck, trying to force the cards inside the approximately 1/3 smaller card
box. This goes on for a bit�understandably and finally, the magician loses his
stamina and when his hands move away, what is revealed is amazing. Half the
deck has actually been squeezed and morphed into the tiny card box and the other
half remains poker-sized!

�But the job is not finished,� the spectator yells! The magician gathers up his
remaining strength and, to the amazement of all, is actually about to finish the job
and close the lid to the small box that now magically houses a poker-sized deck.
Great visual magic that will really get their attention.  Note: The photo of the
regular-sized poker deck is for scale (size relationship) purposes only and does not
come with the effect. But everything you need to perform it is included.

  $38Sure To Be A Top Seller!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-squeeze-tommy-wonder-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/melt/
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T.U.R.N.
Ultimate Random Number

You display a 4-digit Master® adjustable
combination lock that has 10,000 possible
sequences, set the lock to a number that only
you know and then mix up the dials. A
spectator inputs as many combinations as
they�d like�proving that the lock really is
LOCKED, and that not just any 4 numbers
will open it. The spectator chooses 4 random
audience members, who each call out ANY
number between 0 and 9. There are no forces
or influencing of any sort, and during this time,
the spectator has been holding the lock on
stage while he/she dials in the 4 numbers that are announced. Then to everyone�s
complete astonishment, the spectator pulls on the shackle and the lock opens with
a resounding �click�, an amazing climax that will leave your audience stunned!

Absolutely no confederates or pre-show work.  No magnets, no threads, no peeks,
no electronics, no remote control, no buttons, no gravity switch, no timers.  Reset
is literally instantaneous, and can be done in full view of the audience.  Completely
mechanical and built to last a lifetime.  Comes complete with specially custom-
prepared lock, instructional DVD and tons of bonus routines.

$195

Pick One Any One

Three Button Monte
�Step right up ladies and
gentlemen!  Win yourself plenty of
money.  You get two chances to win.
Today could be your day to win!  You
can�t lose YOUR money, you can
only win MY money!�

The Conman shows that ONLY one button
of the three lights the bulb.  After showing
this, the spectator then gets to choose two

buttons of the three to light the bulb!  If they light the bulb, they win!  Alas, the
spectators never can light up the bulb.  After they choose two of the three bulbs
that don�t light up, the Conman shows them it was the last bulb that always lights
up.  Spectator can change their decision each time and regardless of their choice
of two bulbs, it is always the last bulb that lights.

Plenty of laughs.  Audience involvement.  A great CON that is fun
entertainment.  A terrific price for such a powerful routine.  Battery operated.
A fabulous bit for trade show workers.

You Win�They Lose!   $47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/turn-the-ultimate-random-number/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-button-monte/
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Thayer Antiquities
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

ABC Blocks
Good Condition

Billard Balls & Shell
(White)

Good Condition
Block Go Penetration

Good Condition

Coin Wand
Good Condition

Super X Billet
Changing Bastke
Good Condition

Flowers From Bottle
Fair Condition

Rainbow Billiard Balls
Very Good Condition

Silk Cabby With 4-
Legged Creature
Good Condition Simplex Enlarging

Thimbles
Good Condition

Taking Eggs To
Market

(Egg Shell needs paint)
Fair Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Too Good To Miss...

Purchased from any Stevens Magic
Catalog or from

www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME7115)

Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other

promotion or special.  Some items
are non-discountable or listed as a
special price, these are not eligible
for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!

Expires July 1, 2015

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,

and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:

SME7115

Mickael Chatelain�s
Hole

The spectator examines a red card that has
an approximately 1-inch hole through its
center.  Aside from the hole, the card is
perfectly ordinary. Take out a few self-stick
labels and invite the spectator to choose and
SIGN one of them.  Take the top card of the
deck and place the red card with the hole on

top of it. Using the label, hinge the two cards together at the bottom edge. Invite
a spectator to verify that your �construction� is solid by pulling on it.  Now you
explain to your spectator that nothing can pass through the joined cards without
tearing the label. The proof�invite your spectator to take a card from the deck,
sign it, and place it between your two attached cards. His card is still visible through
the hole in the red card but as the spectator will note, the label prevents all passage.

Offer to realize the impossible � to cause the passage of his card through the label
without damaging it. An undisputed impossibility! The passing of solid through solid!
Slowly place the spectator�s card between your two cards. Show both sides, leaving
no doubt that the spectator�s card is trapped and yet� Slowly the spectator�s card
passes through the label as if it weren�t there. And yet, you show right away that your
�construction� is as solid as it was at the beginning!  A truly curious experiment made
all the more so as your spectator can examine the cards and the label!

HOLE is really MAGIC and the principle is really different. The spectator can hold
the cards together without being any the wiser. The illusion is more than convincing
and the spectator can feel the card slowly pass through the label himself. The
gimmick is delivered with an explanatory DVD that will reveal the secret of this
incredible experiment. You will also learn a version that you can make at home in
less than 5 minutes!

DVD & Gimmick...$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hole-bluedvd-and-gimmick-by-mickael-chatelain-dvd/
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Quality Coin Effects

Eddie Gibson�s
Coin Unique

You can look, but you won�t see
the gaff!  Great for close-up and
tablehopping!  The performer
show two coins, which are
placed on the palm of his hand.

Now, without closing the hand or covering the coins in any way, suddenly one of
the coins vanishes in front of your spectators.  There is  no trace of the other coin!
This is one of the many possible routines!

  $55

Robert Frederico�s
Ultimate JFK Levitation

First introduced by Stevens Magic in
1989, as Robert Frederico�s Solid
Silver Levitation. Also known as The
Ultimate Floating Half Dollar.

A Kennedy half-dollar levitates on top of a
playing card, with no visible attachments.
This is the only floating coin we have seen
and we can say for sure, even if there are
other models out there, there is �nothing�
like Robert Frederico�s.

This remarkable levitation can be performed in the spectator�s hand as well. But
even better, the new version comes with a transposition too!  Not only does the
Kennedy half-dollar visually float and levitate, but the magician then passes his
hand over the floating coin causing it to shrink into a mini JFK half dollar.

Comes complete with everything you will need to perform this visually mind blowing
effect!

  $35
Specially Made...

Antique Chinese Coin
Half  Dollar Size

Not a trick coin.  Just a beautiful addition to any coin
routine where one needs a�transformation, productions
or as a climax to any good coin routine!  Chinese characters
are real and can be translated into English as well!

 2 for $15        $8 each

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-jfk-levitation-robert-frederico/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-unique/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinese-coin-half-dollar-size/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinese-coin-half-dollar-size/
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Coins To Get Their Attention

Chazpro�s Gaffed Coins
We got �em! You�ll want �em! There�s no end to what you can do with a well made
gaffed coin. Steel core coins can be vanished or retrieved for production anywhere
you can hide a magnet. Shell coins allow you to change two coins into one or one
coin into a different coin. Magnetic coin can disappear onto anything metal, hide
behind a steel core coin, etc. Add these to your coin repertoire! Top quality�hard
to find!

Steel Core Quarter or Half  Dollar...$15
Shimmed Quarter/Half  Dollar Shell...$12.50

Magnetic Quarter...$22.50

Viking Magic�s
Dime To Penny Trick

The Penny To Dime effect was invented by T. Nelson
Downs and manufactured by Carl Brema. It  has been
one of the most copied coin effects in history and it has

led to the development of other fine coin effects such as
Scotch & Soda.  One of the greatest close-up miracles of all times.

EFFECT #1: A penny and dime are shown on the outstretched palm of the right
hand. The left-hand fingertips approach the two coins and with a rubbing action
cause the dime to vanish. The remaining penny can be minutely examined.

EFFECT#2: A penny and dime are placed on the back of your closed left fist. The
penny is positioned over the dime and as you press downward, the penny passes
through the hand and falls to the tabletop below.

You receive our quality machined coin set plus the instructions for the above effects
and MORE!

$12.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-quarter/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/steel-core-quarter/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dime-to-penny-professional/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shimmed-half-dollar-shell/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/steel-core-half-dollar/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shimmed-quarter-shell/
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Johnson Quality Coins

Hopping Half
The five gimmicked coins in the
Hopping Half set have always
represented one of the biggest values in
coin magic. This version includes two
Expanded Coins and a Sun & Moon set.
Dozens of tricks can be performed by
using these coins separately or you can
put them all together and do the mind-
boggling Hopping Half routine. Briefly�
Two coins are shown, a half dollar and
an English Penny. One of the coins is
dropped into your pocket and it
immediately reappears back in your
hand. The other coin is placed in your
pocket and it too hops back. The effect
is repeated again and finally, when the
poor spectator is about to give up, you
open your hand and to his utter
astonishment everything has vanished!
Easy to follow routine included.

  $65

Folding Half
One of the most talked about effects in
magic has always been the Coin In The
Bottle. Many magicians have built their
reputations on this trick...

  $15
Magnetic Half

A Half Dollar with a magnet inside.

  $25

Chinatown Half
Johnson Products is proud to produce
this classic piece of magic using our
beautiful Chinese coins. The effect is so
straight-forward that it defies detection.
Two coins only are used. The half dollar
is dropped into an envelope while the
Chinese coin is slowly and fairly placed
into your hand. Instantly they change
places. Since no sleights are used, there
is nothing for the skeptical spectator to
detect. Simple effects are always the best
and this is one of the very finest. Easy
to follow routine included. Also includes
a history of the Emperor Coin.

  $27.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-half-dollar/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/folding-half-dollar-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hopping-half-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinatown-half-dollar/
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Johnson Quality Coins

Scotch & Soda
Half Dollar and (replica) 20 Centavo coin
are given to spectator to hold behind
his back. Magician asks for the half dollar
which the spectator successfully hands
over. Next you ask for the 20 Centavo
coin. When the spectator opens his hand
he finds that Mexican Coin has changed
into a quarter and he can examine both
coins to his heart's content. Again, the
only reason this is such a straight-forward
miracle is due to the precision machining
of the coins. Here's one you'll really use.
Complete with bang ring.  Easy to follow
routine included.

  $30

Silver Copper Brass
Transposition

This beautiful effect is one of our most
popular items. A half dollar is placed in
one hand while the other holds a brass
Chinese coin and a copper Mexican
coin. Slowly close your hand over these
two coins and instantly they become the
silver half dollar. The foreign coins have
jumped to your other hand. A series of
transpositions follows and at the finish,
all the coins are left for examination. The
mystery is enhanced by the fact that the
coins are so completely different in
appearance. Easy to follow routine
included. Also includes a history of the
Emperor Coin.

  $65

Expanded Shell
Quarter

One of the most deceptive devices in
every magician's repertoire has always
been the expanded shell coin.

  Heads Only...$30

Expanded Shell
Half Dollar

One of the most deceptive devices in
every magician's repertoire has always
been the expanded shell coin.

  Heads Only...$37.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/expanded-half-dollar-shell-heads-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/expanded-quarter-shell-heads-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scotch-and-soda-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silver-copper-brass-transposition-half-dollar-size-johnson/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Ken�s Crazy Nut

By David Beckley...Where a nut
mysteriously comes off the screw while
covered up with a handkerchief.  Yes,
that�s right!  You show a screw with a

nut screwed half way on.  Cover it up
with the handkerchief.  Wave your hands

over the �hank� and open the �hank� and�
lo and behold�the nut is now off the screw and

laying side by side.  NOW for the �killer�!  You now screw the nut back onto the bolt
and ask a spectator IF they would like to pull them apart?  A spectator now covers
them both with the �hank� and upon removing the �hank� it has happened again!

Comes complete with all you need plus Ken�s instructions.  No sleight-of-hand
necessary, you just have to get used to the working.  Can be repeated at once!
Featured by Paul Daniels in his BBC TV series.

$22.50

The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!

Versa Plus
A card is placed on each of the spectator�s hands.  He correctly identifies each one
and one card is turned over.  The performer then tears the other card up and

places the pieces into the spectator�s hand.  A
second later, when he opens his hand, the

pieces are still there but have changed
to the card which was face down on
his other hand!  That card is turned
over�it is the card the performer
tore up!

$22.50

Still Joe�s Favorite Trick!!Still Joe�s Favorite Trick!!Still Joe�s Favorite Trick!!Still Joe�s Favorite Trick!!Still Joe�s Favorite Trick!!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kens-crazy-nut-beckley-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/versa-plus-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Four Faces
Based on an idea by Covello.

Performer shows a regular-sized envelope
and mentions that there are four court cards in

the envelope.  Example: Four Kings.  He announces
to the spectator that one and ONLY one of the Kings is

FACE UP.  The spectator gets a FREE choice of one of
the four Kings�Clubs, Spades, Hearts or Diamonds.

When the spectator announces his
choice the performer opens the envelope and
takes out the four cards and spreads them and
�lo and behold� the ONLY face up card
matches the one called out by the
spectator.  And it, and ONLY it, is a different
colored back card than the remaining three
cards.  100% accurate all the time.

If you are familiar with B�Wave, this was its
precursor.  Carry this in your pocket and
you will always be prepared to WOW
them.

$12.50

Tamariz
Rabbits

An entertaining routine with such a cute
story.  Audiences of all ages will love it.

A white rabbit appears in a previously
empty top hat.  An apple appears and
then is seen to be just an apple core.
The next time we see the rabbit in the
hat, he is green from eating
the apple!  A classic
effect by Juan

Tamariz, comes complete with Michael Close�s
routine and washable plastic cards.  See
Juan�s performance on our website.

Poker Size...$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/four-faces-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tamariz-rabbits-poker-size-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brook Magic

Baby Gag
New Lower Price!

The audience is asked to name any famous
person. The performer claims to have that
person�s picture in an envelope. He pulls
out a color drawing of a baby! Then he
explains that he was
covered no matter
who was named as
he shows pictures
of a white baby, a
black baby, a
yellow baby and a
red baby. A cute
comedy routine

ideal for an MC, comedy club performer or anyone
wanting a few laughs in their act.  Stage size�15.5 x
11.5-inches.

 $45

Gaetan Bloom�s
Ultimate Flying Ring

Another great Ken Brooke Magic Range
item!

A re-release of Gaetan�s original Ring
In Key Case.  Now get this...No
reels...No threads...No pulls.  It�s clean.
The key case can be examined before
the ring appears inside.  The spectator
holds the key case.  It is never in the
performer�s hands.  The performer
never touches the key case.  With no
other versions can this be done.

$37.50

Look on website forLook on website forLook on website forLook on website forLook on website for
more Ken Brookemore Ken Brookemore Ken Brookemore Ken Brookemore Ken Brooke

Magic Items!Magic Items!Magic Items!Magic Items!Magic Items!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-flying-ring-gaetan-bloom-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baby-gag-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Chase
The Ace

Does it play well?  Ask Pete Biro.

The classic monte routine with jumbo
plastic cards.  No matter how hard they
try, the spectators cannot follow the
position of the Ace.  Finally, a spectator
is shown the Ace and asked to hold it
face down in his own hands.  But, when
he looks at it again, it has changed to

one of the other cards!  No double cards, pockets or
unnatural moves.  Giant washable plastic cards

measures 9 x 13-inches. Ken Brooke made his
name with this trick and his full routine as well as
some excellent line drawings, which make every
move easy to follow, is included with the set of
three cards.  Ideal for an MC or cabaret performer
and also large enough for stage presentation.

$47.50

Clockaudacious
The performer has a spectator think
of any hour (1 thru 12).  Next, he is to
count off that number of cards from
the deck (e.g., if he thought of 4
o�clock, he counts off 4 cards), and
places them into his pocket.  The
performer counts off 12 cards and
deals them face down onto the table
to form a clock.  He taps
each card with a borrowed
coin until the spectator

stops him at the thought of hour and places the coin on the card.
The prediction is read, �The card on the hour you are thinking
of will not be a Joker.�  It�s turned over, sure enough, it�s
not a Joker.  The other cards are turned over, all Jokers!
The rest of the deck�Jokers!  Cards in his pocket�
Jokers!

$12.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chase-the-ace-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/clockaudacious-exclusive-ken-brooke/
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Keep Them Guessing!

Rodger Lovins�
What Tha...

The magician is seen to reach out into thin air
with his or her bare hands (even with short sleeves)
and produce a live creature! Then�just as quick�
the performer makes it vanish! Was it real? Was
it just an illusion? What the... was it! Maybe it
was just your imagination! The reactions you will
get are unbelievable!

We have been working on this design for over
three years. We wanted to come up with
something that would look real, catch people off
guard, yet leave the spectator with a feeling of
wonderment and magic!

I always ask people what they saw. Here are a few answers I have received�Bird,
Mouse, Lizard, Snake, Sugar Glider, Bug, Gerbil, Rat, Hamster, Salamander, Frog
and many more! But, the words I have heard most are �WHAT THA?�

You can now own one of the coolest impromptu effects available today!  This is
excellent for walk around!  Hilarious for close-up!  Guaranteed to get reaction!
You will get screams!  Yes, it is scary but harmless!  The little fellow will stir up
emotions! Comes with one handmade creature and the link to free
online video instructions!

Order Yours Today!          $20

The
Tumble Bug

A wonderful pocket effect!
A mysterious, pocket, magic gag that
produces a lot of fun for everyone!
One of those rare items from the past.

Lots of laughs!  Fools everyone!
Simple to do!  Watch the little
TUMBLE BUG fool everyone as it
does a complete sumersault for
the performer, but impossible for
the spectator!

It�s cute and you will love it!!

         $8

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/what-tha-by-rodger-lovins-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tumble-bug/
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Viking Masterpiece
Scared Silly�

Donny The Donkey
Based on the Fraidy Cat Rabbit effect.  The performer
opens the frame and shows a photo of Donny�Donny
the Donkey is shown to be bright and happy. The door
is closed and this time the performer asks that everyone
cheer and applaud when Donny is introduced. As the
audience makes loud noises, cat-calls and applause,
the door to Donny's dressing room is opened but now
Donny is SCARED SILLY! His eyes bug out, his hair
stands straight up and he is a mess.  The door is closed
and the audience is asked not to make a sound. When
Donny reappears he is calm and collected. Again, the
door is closed and he is once more introduced as the
audience goes into a frenzy and when the door is
opened, there is Donny, SCARED SILLY again!
Finally, the audience figures out that the performer
has simply been turning the stand around and that one
side of the plaque shows Donny as himself and the
other side shows Donny as he is SACRED SILLY.
"Turn it around" come the cries from the audience,
and after some comical buy-play, the plaque is turned
around only to show DONNY'S BEHIND!

This is a wonderfully funny routine. Donny is quite a
character. The frame is made to look like a barn door
entrance; top quality construction. The plaque is made
of black acrylic and the special artwork is the product
of one of our
craftsmen here at the

shop, Saul Rivera. The build-up is great and the
story line allows the audience to have a lot of fun,
and when they think they have discovered the
secret, the rug is pulled out from under them.

Frame measures: 14-inches tall x 10-inches wide
and 1-inch thick. Packs flat for easy storage and
transport. Large enough for stage, platform and
living room magic, but not so large that it is hard
to handle.

$225

Already A Classic!Already A Classic!Already A Classic!Already A Classic!Already A Classic!
These Are Selling Fast!!These Are Selling Fast!!These Are Selling Fast!!These Are Selling Fast!!These Are Selling Fast!!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scared-silly-donny-the-donkey-collectors-workshop/
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Game Changers
Alice�s Revenge

Don�t threaten Alice. No Queen is safe. Any
Queen named vanishes.  A nice effect that will fill
the need for other similar effects, which are currently
unavailable.

Demonic method.  Self-contained.  Automatic.
Instant reset. Angle proof. No forcing. No
Equivoque.  No rough & smooth or double-cards.
Takes up where B�Wave and Twisted Sisters left
off. Multiple routines, magic & mentalism. USPC
cards.

 $16.50

Heartstrings Pro Pack
Those fortunate enough to witness a live performance of
Peter Samelson�s Gypsy Thread routine, entitled
Heartstrings, know the magical and emotional effect it
has on audiences. It has the unique qualities of playing
well in close-up and on the largest of stages. All with a
piece of thread and a script that took Peter over seven
years to perfect.

Here is what is included in the Heartstrings Pro
Pack:  Intensive Instructional DVD with�Studio and Live

Stage Performances. Origins & Influences. Method Overview. Various Thread
Types Analyzed. Pre-Show Set-Up and Preparation. Wardrobe Considerations.
Lighting Considerations. Music Considerations. Full Routine Walk-Through. A
Conversation with Bill Abbott & Peter Samelson.  In Addition:  A beautiful royalty-
free music theme written and performed on the piano by composer Scott Turk
specifically for the Heartstrings routine.

$60

Match Box Penetration
One of the best close-up magic effects ever created.  It's
very small and compact, easy to carry but  makes a big
impact!

The simple fact is that this is the best version of this item
we have ever seen!  Flawless design and ease of
operation, coupled with phenomenal craftsmanship�
this item has it! Even if you already own a version, it's
highly unlikely that it�s as good as this one.

$27.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/alices-revenge/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/heart-strings-by-peter-samelson-pro-pack/
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Richard Webster Presents...
Scryer�s Secrets

The latest forthcoming Scryer Book will be 68
pages, 6 X 9-inch, hardbound.

� Audience Healthy Applause�This is not an
effect but a powerful way to gain rapport
with your audience.

� Sneaky Two Pateo
� Scryer�s Aura Touch
� Telephone Business Card Soliciting
� Your Special Bird
� Coin Brain
� Great Tip For A Stooge
� Scryer�s Ten Fold Numerologie Reading
� Imaginary Coin Flip
� Someone Has A Beautiful Aura
� How�s The Angel
� Real Mind Reading
� My Psychic Wife�s Card

� Blindfold Beatle Telepathy
� Intuitive Quarter And Good Luck
� Multiple Book Pateo
� Scryer�s Two Person Remote Duplication
� Scryer�s Time Target
� Scryer�s Blessed Pendulum
� Happy Or Sad Thought
� Remote Viewing Over The Phone
� Card Destruction (One of Richard�s Favorites!)

Scryer�s Secrets is scheduled to be simultaneous release on May 23,
2015, in conjunction with the Mind Summit hosted in Cologne,
Germany.  Scryer has decided not to detail the above routines, because he wants
to wait until he performs his lecture, such that this material isn�t compromised.
But as you can read, there is a good amount of material from the list above.

Book Only...$99
As with the above book, we are also exclusively offering to our customers, the
lecture notes from this prestigious event, Mind Summit.

Lectures Notes Available:

Ice Breakers (Scryer & Webster)
$20

Mainly Cards (Richard Webster)
$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-secrets-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/icebreakers-lecture-notes-from-mind-summit-2015/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mainly-cards-richard-webster-lecture-notes-from-mind-summit-2015/
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Mystery & The Mysterious
Murder & The Psychic

Detective
By P. Craig Brown

Forward by Christian Chelman. Learn
the history of the Murder Mystery Theme
in Mentalism.  Book has soft vinyl covers
with spiral binding and has 82 pages.

Additional Details:  There are 11 total
routines (from top working pros like Dr.
Todd Landman, Luca Volpe & Peter

Turner)�some deliver a full-evening performance, some are for a theatrical show,
others are great close-up fun.   Some routines require limited pre-show
work.  No Acting nor Actors are �required� for the majority of the routines
presented; one routine however does touch on this topic as �an option�
and how to use them.  These ARE NOT �Tricks� but rather Routines
or �Vignettes� for the most part�THEATER.  Certain routines require
special graphics which you will be able to download upon registering
at our website�www.murder-mentalism.com. There is a
Facebook page based �forum� for everyone who purchases and signs
up for the graphic downloads.

  $80
Nothing But Mystery

By Jim Steinmeyer
A booklet of �Minimal Miracles and Disproportionate
Marvels for the Stand-Up Conjurer,� contains 11 unique
effects. Some involve, quite literally, �nothing.�

The Three Ball Test is an amazing thought-out
experiment, a script that performs the entire trick. Other
surprising and unexpected effects include The Nickel
Under Your Shoe or An Audience on Mars. Lessons
in Wonder is a demonstration of magic for one person
in the audience, in which she experiences something
that didn�t happen and everyone is bewildered.  Other

routines utilize minimal props, like a piece of rope, deck of cards or a
paper bag. The Six Chair Concert is a variation on a classic Berglas
Plot. Two routines are from the Impuzzibilities series, here
presented for stand-up performances.

Each of these routines will delight you and inspire; they are designed
to surprise with simplicity and unexpected secrets, to amaze with
the purest form of mystery. The book is 8.5 x 11, printed in color,
20 pages plus cover, with 26 line illustrations.

     $28

http://www.murder-mentalism.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/murder-and-the-psychic-detective-p-craig-browning-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nothing-but-mystery-jim-steinmeyer-book/
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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